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Integration of Car-Sharing - / moses project
City of Bremen, Germany
Summary
Car-Sharing is a tool for sustainable and energy efficient urban development. It gives an alternative to
car-ownership – and supplements the environmentally friendly modes of transport. It is a kind of
‘mobility insurance’ for cases when other modes are not sufficient. The integration into intermodal
chains and into urban development is key factors of the further development. Within the moses
project, the factors of growth are explored in real life.
This case study describes the experience of car sharing in Bremen from an environmentally
orientated club of about 30 people in 1990 to a market-based company with more than ore than 3100
clients in 2003. This Bremen experience was successfully transferred to Belgium, which demonstrates
the repeatability of car sharing.
End-user area
Target Audience
New buildings
Citizens
Refurbishment of buildings
Households
Transport and mobility
Property owners
Financial instruments
Schools and universities
Industry
Decision makers
Legal initiatives (municipal
Local and regional
regulations, directives, etc)
authorities
Planning issues
Transport companies
Sustainable communities
Utilities
User behaviour
ESCOs
Education
Architects and engineers
Other
Financial institutions
Other

Technical
Energy efficiency
Heating
Cooling
Appliances
Lighting
CHP
District Heating
Solar energy
Biomass
Wind
Geothermal
Hydro power
Other

Context
There is a common problem for urban life quality all over Europe: too many cars on the streets! This
is not only a problem of congestion but also the lack of space for other functions of public space,
like space for pedestrians and children, for cyclists, for greening etc. As parking is a very sensitive
political issue, innovative solutions are necessary. So alternatives to the ownership of a car become a
key element of mobility management as part of decoupling economic growth from transport growth.

Objectives
The development of Car-Sharing shall allow access to a car without owning one. The result is a more
efficient use of resources, in particular of urban space. The ‘pay-as-you-drive’ system gives
additionally an incentive to drive fewer cars and use more the environmentally friendly modes of
transport. This will lead to a reduction of energy consumption and emission of noise, local pollutants
and of CO2.
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The reduction of the number of cars is a crucial element to regain street space in order to improve
the urban environment and to make our European city a liveable place – also for families with
children etc.

Process
Car-Sharing already exists in Germany, Switzerland, Austria, the Netherlands and in small-scale
operation in some other European countries. More than 100.000 people already use that modern
service in Europe! But the potential is much larger. Bremen has already more than 13 years of
experience. Car-Sharing has started 1990 as an environmentally orientated club of about 30 people –
sharing 3 cars - and has developed to a market-based company – certified with the official German
eco-label. More than 3100 clients use now (data January 2004) the modern service in Bremen tendency increasing. With the co-operation of Car-Sharing providers in several German Cities under
the umbrella of cambio, the efficiency of the service has increased. One call-centre, one Internet
portal (www.cambiocar.de) and the availability of cars also in other Cities (to be reached by train...)
have improved the user-friendliness.
The operator cambio is a private enterprise – owned also by a lot of their customers. There is a good
cooperation between the City of Bremen (Department for Construction, Environment and
Transport) and cambio. Car-Sharing became part of strategies for environmentally friendly transport
and for sustainable urban development. For example – there are first Car-Sharing station on public
streets as part of a model project to reduce car-dependence in urban neighbourhoods. There is also a
good cooperation with the Public Transport operator BSAG – offering joint tariffs for the Public
Transport season ticket with the access to Car-Sharing.
To exploit the potential of Car-Sharing some more intensive measures are required. These measures
belong to:
! improvements of Car-Sharing services (e.g. density, cross-site usership);
! integration with other mobility services (esp. Public Transport);
! integration into urban development (regeneration and new developments);
! reinforced awareness measures.
The European moses project (www.moses-europe.org) is working to identify the factors for success
of Car-Sharing in real life. Partners of the moses project (mobility services for urban sustainability)
are: City of Bremen (co-ordinator), with the University of Bremen, the local Bremen PT operator
BSAG and the Bremen-based Car-Sharing operator cambio, the region Wallonia with the operator
Taxistop, the City of Palermo and Genova, the Torino PT operator ATM / 5T and the research
institute TECMAV, the London Boroughs of Sutton and Southwark with the organisation
Sustainable Energy Action, the City of Stockholm, the PT operator of Bucharest RATB and the
Association of Public Transport UITP.
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access by smart-card...

...PIN code required to release immobiliser

Within the moses project end-users have been involved – as new Car-Sharing systems have been set
up to study the obstacles and barriers and factors of success.
Car-Sharing has made progress not only in terms of spread-out over Europe (and the US), but also in
technologies and services. The use of smart-card access is the main standard, which allows also good
combinations with electronic payment and ticketing applications for Public Transport.
Unfortunately there is no common Car-Sharing standard over Europe. With the development of
cambio in Germany, and Belgium, there is a first trans-national smart-card and booking standard.
The co-operation of Public Transport and Car-Sharing has made much progress. Several studies
show that Car-Sharing is also an element of a good customer relationship management. Car-Sharers
spend more for Public Transport.

Financial resources and partners
In Bremen, cambio is working on the market and not depending on subsidies. There is a support by
the City for awareness measures and for some technological developments – as the City of Bremen
wants to achieve further independence from the car and to relieve the urban environment.
If a municipality wants to really get Car-Sharing started in their city, it is strongly recommended to
accelerate the growth with some financial support.
The entire budget of the moses partners is about 6 mio € from which about 1,8 mio € is funded by
the European Commission within the 5 Framework Programme, key action ‘City of Tomorrow’. As
this is a research project, much of this budget is used for the research question. Cambio Bremen
receives as grant for the entire project period of 42 months about 215.000 €.
A key element of moses was the transfer of the Car-Sharing experience from Bremen to Belgium.
With the backing of the Walloon Ministry for Transport and the active involvement of the research
partner Espaces Mobilités, the Belgian organisation Taxistop created a joint venture with cambio
Bremen – which became the name cambio Belgium. The transfer to Belgium was funded within
moses with about 126.000 €.
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Results
The European dense city is a very energy and resource-efficient alternative to urban sprawl. But there
is a common problem for urban life quality all over Europe: too many cars on the streets! This is not
only a problem of congestion but also the lack of space for other functions of public space, like space
for pedestrians and children, for cyclists, for greening etc. As parking is a very sensitive political issue,
innovative solutions are necessary. So alternatives to the ownership of a car become a key element of
mobility management – these measures as part of decoupling economic growth from transport
growth.

Life-quality instead of parked cars...

...Car-Sharing at the ‘Beginenhof’ Bremen
(integrated in new development)

The experience of well-prepared Car-Sharing shows that this innovative tool:
! reduces the number of cars – as each Car-Sharing vehicle replaces 4 - 10 private cars. In
Bremen, about 700 private cars have been replaced by Car-Sharing (3100 customers);
! reduces the mileage driven by car – as the pay-as-you drive system is an incentive to drive
less by car. The Bremen Car-Sharer show a reduction of about 5 million kilometres driven
less by car (per year);
! increases the use of Public Transport and other modes of environmentally friendly transport;
! improves the environmentally quality of cities;
! uses less polluting cars of better emission standards – and usually smaller cars.
Car-Sharing in Bremen is calculated in a life-cycle analysis to have– including the modal shift to
environmentally friendly modes and replacing cars – a reduction of CO2-emissions actually of about
1.900 tons per year! This calculation does not yet include further indirect positive impacts – such as
downsizing in the type of cars or the reduction in the field of car-infrastructure (e.g. for parking
facilities).
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The results from
surveys in Bremen
and from Switzerland
show similar results:
Less use of the car –
more use of bike and
Public Transport

The co-operation of Public Transport and Car-Sharing has made much progress. Several studies
show that Car-Sharing is also an element of a good customer relationship management. Car-Sharers
use more often and spend more for Public Transport.
Car-Sharing can also be used to reduce the provision of parking in new developments – or reduce the
problems in the existing neighbourhoods. For new developments, which have good access to Public
Transport, cycling facilities etc, Car-Sharing allows to save a lot of investment costs, which are
otherwise, spent for a high level of parking provision.
Over all, it is a key element to make cities a good place to live in. Besides the direct positive impacts
(less cars, less mileage driven by car, more use of PT, better cars), there are indirect positive impacts,
which may cause in the long term view a much more intensive reduction of energy consumption.

Lessons learned and repeatability
Car-Sharing is an important element for sustainable urban regeneration. The lack of space is a
common problem of all European cities. Car-Sharing reduces the demand for parking and allows a
reallocation of street space from parking e.g. for bike-racks, for greening...
Car-Sharing is mentioned as measure for sustainable urban transport in the White Paper “European
Transport 2010 – time to decide” of the European Commission.
The European research and demonstration project moses – Mobility Services for Urban Sustainability –
involves the cities of Bremen, Bucharest, Genoa, London, Palermo, Prague, Stockholm, Turin and
the region of Wallonia. The international association of public transport UITP is also project partner
in moses – as interface to PT operators.
Bremen is the reference case with technological improvements, new services and developing multilingual service background.
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The moses -partner Wallonia has started
successfully transferring the cambio
system from Bremen – where a pilot
scheme has started in May 2002 in the
Walloon capital Namur. Until 2003, the
service was also started very successfully
in further cities including Brussels

The development of Car-Sharing in Belgium can be seen as one the real success stories for the
European urban environment. The ‘ingredients’ have been identified so far in the moses project:
The Belgian organisation Taxistop – with the local knowledge, contacts etc. - has got the backing of
the political authorities and developed the co-operation also with the Public Transport operators.
The long-term experience of Car-Sharing in Bremen became a crucial element, as both reliable
technologies for booking, access, billing and internal fleet management have been implemented and
user-friendly service structures have been transferred. The staff of the new Car-Sharing organisation
cambio was trained and skilled by the German organisation. The experience by real-life training in the
front office and back-office of an existing organisation cannot be underestimated. Car-Sharing is not
simply creating some booking systems and having some cars with independent access technologies –
Car-Sharing has to be understood as a service for customers. These customers want to have a reliable
and convenient access to a car – when they need one. It is the quality of the service, which has
brought Car-Sharing to a real alternative to car-ownership.
In Belgium, the system has started with the test-phase in May 2002 in Namur. Meanwhile (Jan 2004),
the service has been started as well in Louvain-la-Neuve, Liège and Brussels (since May 2003). In
Brussels, the number of stations has increased from four at the start (May 2003) to eight stations in
the cities – tendency further increase. Already about 1.000 customers are using the Car-Sharing
service in Belgium (Jan 2004) – and became independent from the ownership of a car. The
cooperation with Public Transport is one of the key elements.
Following the experience from Belgium and other moses-partners, it can be recommended to cooperate with experienced Car-Sharing providers instead of reinventing the wheel. The training of
staff for the service seems to be a very crucial element. In terms of technology, a reliable and well
developed booking and access technology can help to run the service on a very efficient level, which
reduces costs and increase the attractivity. And a political backing seems as important as the
cooperation with the Public Transport operators.
Local energy agencies can support the development and the necessary awareness raising process.
Because, finally the objective is to change mobility behaviour!
What can local authorities and energy agencies do?
Instead of reinventing the wheel, it is recommended to use the already existing expertise. Some CarSharing organisations are service providers, from the support for business plans to common callcentres, use of billing software, purchase of access technology etc. It has to be clearly stated that
Car-Sharing is more than ‘just’ cars with some modern access technology. The service needs
customer management – a service where the technological tools have to work reliably but are in the
background. There is still an enormous lack of awareness. Even in Germany about 15% of the
people do somehow know what Car-Sharing is – in other words 85 % don’t have an idea about this
service. Authorities can integrate Car-Sharing in their transport plans, create common offers with
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Public Transport operators and make Car-Sharing part of urban development plans. New
developments with good access by Public Transport could have reduced parking – and Car-Sharing
stations instead. And the administrations can improve their own fleet management by using the
service of a Car-Sharing operator.

Contact for more information:
Project Web Site:

www.moses-europe.org

Organisation / Agency:

Freie Hansestadt Bremen, Senator fuer Bau, Umwelt und Verkehr
(Ministry for Construction, Environment and Transport)
moses-Project / Michael Glotz-Richter, Tina Klingberg
Ansgaritorstr.2, D 28195 Bremen
+49.421.361.6703
+49.421.361.10875
moses@umwelt.bremen.de
www.bauumwelt.bremen.de

Main contact
Address:
Tel:
Fax:
E-mail:
Web Site:

Printed reports or other literature available:
See moses website (e.g. UITP ‘Bremen paper’ about Car-Sharing and Public Transport)
Car-Sharing operator cambio:
Vivaldi project:

www.cambiocar.com
www.vivaldiproject.org
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